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1. Legalto
Background
– Regulation
Click
edit Master
title1222/2015
style
•

A formal study under the framework of the CACM Guideline (EU) No. 2015/1222
ACER

Market Report
ENTSO-E

TSOs

NRAs

evaluation:
concept proposal

NRA can request
coordinated
amendments
(3 months)

Technical Report
BZ review initiation

9 months

15 months

TSOs

Member States / NRAs

Evaluation according to
the CACM criteria
consultation
(1 month)
recommendation

agreement

6 months
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1. Overview
on theMaster
current bidding
review process
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to edit
titlezone
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Jan 2013
ACER request for an
informal review
(„early
implementation“)

Jan 2014
ENTSO-E
technical
report

Mar 2014
ACER
market
report

reports containing
grid and market
data

Aug 2015

21.12.2016

Regulation
1222/2015

formal BZ
review
initiation

early implementation

21.03.2018
Formal
deadline for the TSO
recommendation

Formal review
(15 months)

relevant legal framework established
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2. The BZ
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1. Executive Summary
2. Introduction
3. Future scenario assumptions
4. Analyzed bidding zone configurations
5. Evaluation according to the CACM criteria
6. Identification of challenges
7. Stakeholder consultation and involvement
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2. The BZ
geographical
scope
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§ BZR focuses already on a
region which is largely
covering the Core Capacity
Calculation region

bidding zone review area
non-bidding zone review area
not considered

§ But in reality, FB MC* is
operational only in the CWE
region
§ FB MC* for Core is still
under development

CWE

Chapter 6 of the report illustrates the challenges
associated with modelling FBMC
*FB MC: Flow Based Market Coupling
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2. The BZ
Chapter
3: market
and grid data
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worst case
grid
SOAF
2020
2025

planned
grid
SOAF

ü ü

Grid scenarios definition
Project Status(1)

3 dimensions of future scenarios:
§

Time horizon: 2020 & 2025

§

Load and generation assumptions: SOAF

§

Grid status: Planned & Worst

The following 2 scenarios have been selected:
§ 2020 SOAF worst
§ 2025 SOAF planned

Chapter 6 of the report illustrates the challenges
associated with modelling FBMC
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2. The BZ
Chapter
4: alternative
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Expert-based

Model-based
the participating TSOs propose not to use
the model-based configurations or the
nodal pricing for the current Bidding Zone
Review
but to investigate this approach further for
potential use in future Bidding Zone
Reviews.

5 BZ configurations are considered
(status quo + 4 alternatives)
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2. The BZ
Modeltitle
basedstyle
configurations
Click
toreview
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Master
basic principle
Price level A

Price level C
Price level B

1. simulation of
nodal prices
(N-0 LMPs*)

*LMP: locational marginal price

2. Aggregation of the
most similarly priced
nodes

§ N-0 LMPs without contingencies
and without topology changes
§ Full inclusion of all 380 kV and 220
kV networks
§ free optimization without
consideration of member state
borders
§ number of bidding zone borders
varies between 8 and 22
§ results presented in the report:
SOAF 2025 planned and worst case
grid
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2. Model based configurations
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Impact
local 220kV
congestions
on clustering results
N-0 LMP Results for scenario 2025 SOAF planned grid, all
grid constraints per voltage level:

Example 1

Original Clustering Results for scenario 2025
SOAF planned grid, for 8 bz:
N-0 LMP: SOAF – 2025 P (8 zones)

§ Example1: the red area (zone 3) in France is created by a 220kV constraint (marked by a blue
circle in the figure on the left). However, this line is not foreseen to be congested in the national
development plan.
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2. Model based configurations:
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Impact
local 220
kV congestions
on clustering results
N-0 LMP Results for scenario 2025 SOAF planned grid, grid
constraints creating 99.5% of the congestion costs (colored by weight
of the constraint in the congestion costs):

Example 2

Original Clustering Results for scenario 2025
SOAF planned grid, for 22 bz:
N-0 LMP: SOAF – 2025 P (22 zones)

§ four transformers represent 57.9% of the total congestion
costs

§ these unintuitive congestions lead to a split of the
Parisian area into
Page 13
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2. Model based configurations:
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Clustering
Results
2025 SOAF planned grid, 8 & 22 bidding zones
N-0 LMP: SOAF – 2025 P (8 zones)

N-0 LMP: SOAF – 2025 P (22 zones)

style

2025 SOAF worst case grid, 8 & 22 bidding zones
N-0 LMP: SOAF – 2025 W (8 zones)

N-0 LMP: SOAF – 2025 W (22 zones)

Clustering outcome demonstrating the limitations of the modelling, overview of model-based bidding zone configurations

§ N-0 LMPs have been significantly impacted by local congestions in the 220 kV grid of particular countries.
§ The clustering has led to a fragmentation of bidding zones along those congestions.
§ The countries most affected by 220 kV congestions have therefore been subdivided into several zones while other areas
remained unaffected.
§ Beside the harmonized consideration of constraints in the 220kV grid, other simplifications had to be applied that drive the
results too, e.g. the consideration of N state only and neglecting of topological remedial actions
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2. Model based configurations:
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Post Processing
of Clustering
Results
§

In order to obtain more realistic results, TSOs have tried to post
process the model based bidding zone configurations:
Step 1
If more than 90 % of one country‘s substations are assigned to a given BZ, the remaining substations also form part of this bidding zone

Step 2
Any shift of less than 10 substations of one country to a new bidding zone is discarded

Step 3
Small Bidding Zones below 30 substations are merged

Step 4
Allowance for individual, further alignments (sound explanation had to be provided)
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2. Model based configurations:
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Post-processed
Clustering Results
§ Clustering outcome demonstrating the limitations of the modelling, overview of model-based bidding zone configurations
SOAF 2025, planned grid
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2. Model based configurations:
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Post-processed
Clustering Results
§ Clustering outcome demonstrating the limitations of the modelling, overview of model-based bidding zone configurations
SOAF 2025, worst grid

:
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2. Modelto
based
bidding
configurations:
conclusions
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The obtained LMP computation and subsequent clustering results provide the following
evidence:
»LMP results are mainly determined by constraints in the 220 kV network
»This leads to a split of bidding zones mainly along these 220 kV constraints, also if
such constraints do not frequently occur.
»The LMP computations are based on simplifications (e. g. consideration of the n
state only; neglecting topological remedial actions and security policies).
Given these considerations, the participating TSOs propose not to use the model-based
configurations or the nodal pricing for the current Bidding Zone Review but to
investigate this approach further for potential use in future Bidding Zone Reviews.
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2. The BZ review report chapter 5: evaluation according to the
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CACMto
criteria
Article 33 of Regulation 1222/2015
“If a review of bidding zone configuration is
carried out in accordance with Article 32, at
least the following criteria shall be considered:”
a) in respect of network security:
[…]
b) in respect of overall market efficiency:
[…]
c) in respect of the stability and robustness
of bidding zones:
[…]
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2. The BZ
chapter
5: evaluation
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quantitative indicator measuring the
expected level of a parameter evaluating the
criterion

example
representation of an
indicator

DE/AT split
Big country split
Big country split 2
small country merge

BZ Configuration

Additional qualitative assessment
criterion

DE/AT split

Big Country

Big Country

Split

Split 2

Small
country
merge

(+)

(+)

(+)

(+)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

(-)

(-)

(-)

(-)
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2. The BZ review report chapter 5: evaluation example
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Operational
Security,
actual title
resultsstyle
non-intuitive results

quantitative indicator
not available

•
•
•
•
•

In split scenarios, the market will take constraints into
account
Representation of network constraints both between and
within bidding zones is important
Other factors exist which are independent from bidding
zone borders (e.g. RES forecast errors)
Grid investments alleviate congestions
Congestions are not the only aspect related to
operational security

BZ Configuration

Operational
Security

DE/AT split

(+)

Big Country

Big Country

Split

Split 2

(+)

(+)

Small
country
merge

(-)
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2. The BZ review report chapter 5: evaluation example Market
Click
to editand
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titleactual
styleresults
concentration
market power,

change in the HHI index
compared to the current
configuration

quantitative indicator

•
•
•
•

•

Smaller markets tend to be more exposed to market
power abuse
Size of a bidding zone is not the only relevant criterion
(e.g. plant structure, DSM development)
Cross-zonal interconnectivity matters, too
Interdependency between different market segments
matters, too (long term, day ahead, intraday, balancing,
redispatching)
Market concentration does not per se imply market
power abuse

BZ Configuration

Operational
Security

DE/AT split

(-)

Big Country

Big Country

Split

Split 2

(-)

(-)

Small
country
merge

(+)
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2. The BZ
chapter
5: summary
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All results, figures and tables shown in
this report are no firm basis for drawing conclusions
and have to be interpreted against the assumptions
explained in this report.

Evaluation
Table

In light of the above considerations and needs for adapting and
developing the simulation environment further, the evaluation
presented in this First Edition of the Bidding Zone Review does not
provide sufficient evidence for a modification of or for maintaining of
the current bidding zone configuration. Hence, the participating TSOs
recommend that, given the lack of clear evidence, the current bidding
zone delimitation be maintained.
This recommendation should in no way be interpreted as an
endorsement of or an objection against the pending split of
the German/Luxembourgian and Austrian bidding zones,
where TSOs respect all relevant regulatory decisions, e. g.
the decision of the Agency for the Cooperation of Energy
Regulators no 06/2016 of 17 November 2016 on the electricity
transmission system operators’ proposal for the determination
of capacity calculation regions and the requests of the
regulatory authorities of Germany and Austria.
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2. The BZ review report chapter 6: challenges associated with
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Core internal and external
requirement: inclusion of
Flow based market coupling
in the simulation chain
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2. The BZ review report chapter 6:
Click
to for
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example
challenges:
base
casestyle
determination

NTC > 0

NTC = 0

In contrast to operational
systems, the starting point for
the flow based market
simulation (base case) needs
to be determined artificially
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2. The BZ review report chapter 6:
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Master
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example
challenges:
CBCO
selection

The identification of Critical
Branches in Contingency situations
(CBCOs) in a future, model based
environment depends on
assumptions. Distinguishing
between elements which are
relevant for local and panEuropean exchanges is not
straightforward
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2. The BZ review report chapter 6:
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summary
of key Master
insights and
outlook
improvements need to focus in particular on the following
aspects:

example for the counter-intuitive
OS indicator

» essential market design features (especially regarding the
design of the capacity calculation approach, e. g. base
case approach, CBCO selection, GSK strategy)
» representation of local characteristics (e. g. nodal
allocation of relevant parameters, inclusion of the 220 kV
infrastructure )
» comprehensive sensitivity analyses
The 15 months allowed for the review process, as specified
in EU Regulation 1222/2015, does not provide sufficient
time to accommodate such comprehensive analyses.
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2. Publicto
consultation
– legal requirement
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§

Reg. 1222/2015 requirements:
...hold a consultation in accordance with Article 12 and a workshop
regarding the alternative bidding zone configuration proposals compared to
the existing bidding zone configuration, including timescales for
implementation, …

§

General approach: consult on criteria and timelines
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3. BZ review
reportMaster
– section 5:title
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https://consultations.entsoe.eu/markets/fi
rst-edition-bidding-zonereview/consultation

… comments enabled for each CACM evaluation criterion
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3. BZ review
reportMaster
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evaluation
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https://consultations.entsoe.eu/markets/fi
rst-edition-bidding-zonereview/consultation

… comments enabled for each configuration
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3. BZ review
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https://consultations.entsoe.eu/markets/fi
rst-edition-bidding-zonereview/consultation
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3. BZ review
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Your response to the survey is highly appreciated !
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